
Hope Circle - smartphone bracelet
SKU: CMBRACDIAMP

This on-trend bracelet lets you attach your smartphone to your wrist

SIMPLE TO USE, STYLISH, PRACTICAL

Hope Circle is a smartphone bracelet with a chic, high-quality design. Attaching it is simple: insert the plate between
your device and its cover by pulling the tab out of the opening for the charging socket. Next, attach the gold ring to the
hole on the tab. This way, you can safely keep your phone on your wrist .The tab does not block the outlet, so you can insert
the charging cable as normal. 

CAN ALSO BE USED AS A KEYRING

Hope Circle is versatile and suitable for any occasion. Its gold ring and hook means you can simply use the bracelet as a
keyring. 

CUSTOMISE YOUR SMARTPHONE AND SHOW OFF YOUR STYLE

The soft round silicone ring and "Girl Power" tag  make this bracelet easy to use and ideal for showing off your personality. Add
a splash of sytle to your smartphone and accessorise your outfit.

KEY FEATURES:

For smartphone
"Girl Power" tag for attaching between the phone and its cover by pulling the perforated tab out of the smartphone
charging socket. Next, hook the gold ring into the hole in the tab.
Can be used as a keychain
Material: silicone + PU + steel + zinc alloy



Hope Circle - smartphone bracelet
SKU: CMBRACDIAMP

Technical data
Color: girl_power  
EAN: 8018417418891  
SKU: CMBRACDIAMP  
Weight: 20 g  
Coupling: Hand lace  
Material: PU, Silicone, stainless steel, Zinc Alloy  
Suited for: Smartphone  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 40 mm  
Width Pack: 100 mm  
Depth Inner: 130 mm  
Height Pack: 160 mm  
Weight Pack: 50 g  
Width Inner: 100 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 400 mm  
Height Inner: 210 mm  
Weight Inner: 395 g  
Width Master: 390 mm  
Amount Master: 72  
Height Master: 240 mm  
Weight Master: 5535 g  
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